INTRODUCTION
Recently, the research on products of ordinary irreducible characters and products of conjugacy classes in finite groups developed considerably. In many articles analogous theorems for these two kinds of products were proved EACH, ACM, AF, AH, AHS, AL, B, BC, Ch, Ma] . For example, it was proved in [ACM] that a finite group B is isomorphic to the first Janko group J, if and only if C* = G for every nontrivial conjugacy class C of G. The analogous theorem in terms of characters is that a finite group G is isomorphic to J, if and only if Irr(X2) = Irr(G) for every nontrivial irreducible character of G, where Irr(X*) is the set of all the irreducible constituents of x2 [ACH] .
All the characters in this research are ordinary. In this paper we deal with finite groups that satisfy either the hypothesis (Hl) or (H2).
HYPOTHESIS (Hl) . G is a finite group with a set A = {xi/l < i < r and r > 2) of nonlinear distinct irreducible faithful characters of G, such that the product xixj is a linear combination of characters of the set 2 = A u { 1 G} for every pair of distinct elements xi, xr of A.
Note that if G has a linear faithful character then G is cyclic. Before we formulate (H2) we need the following definition: We say that a conjugacy class C of a finite group G generates G if (C> = G or equivalently if there exists a natural number n such that G = ~JY=~ C'. Such a conjugacy class C will be called a generator conjugucy class of G.
classes of G such that the product CiCj is a linear combination of conjugacy classes from the set 2 = A u cl( 1) for every pair of distinct elements Ci, Cj of A.
We establish the following theorems: THEOREM 1. Assume that G satisfies (Hl) . Then A is the set of all the faithful1 irreducible characters of G and either (a) or (b) holds.
(a) Irr(G) = 2. In particular G is a nonabeh'an simple group. (b) ( 1) A is a set of real characters.
(2) Irr(G)=A" u B, where B is a nonempty set such that ~~~~~~ ker(p) is the unique minimal nontrivial normal subgroup of G. Also xi vanishes on G -K for every xi E A.
(3) If K is not an elementary abelian p-group then G/K is a p-group for some prime p.
In terms of conjugacy classes we have: (4) K# is the union of r real conjugacy classes of G.
(5) Zfg E G -K and k E K then gk is conjugate to g, i.e., gk E cl(g).
@I(5
Groups G with a proper normal subgroup K such that G satisfies of Theorem 1 have been investigated in [Ca, CM, G, MC] .
For conjugacy classes we proved ) THEOREM 2. Assume that G satisfies (H2). Then cl(G) = 2; in particular G is a nonabelian simple group.
Let G be a finite group. We denote by n(G) the set of all the prime divisors of the order of G.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 2 we get:
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a finite group and 7c a proper subset of n(G). Assume that there exists at least one pair x, y of nontrivial x-elements with cl(x) #cl( y) #cl (x-') and that the product of every pair of nonconjugate n-elements of G is a n-element. Then there exists a nontrivial n-element g of G and a proper normal subgroup H of G such that g E H.
Groups satisfying (Hl ) (respectively (H2)) with r = 2 were studied in [AF] and in [Ma] . H. Blau in [B] applied the methods of [AF] and [Ma] to modular representation theory and got similar results for r = 2.
The proof of Theorems 1 and 2 are elementary.
PRELIMINARIES
Our notation is standard and is taken mainly from [I] . From now on G is a finite group. The set of nonidentity elements of G will be denoted by G#.
Let N be the set of all positive integers; the set NW (0) will be denoted by N*.
Let i, j be natural numbers; we denote by 6, the Kronecker function. Let x and $ be characters of G. The fact that x + Ic/ is a character is a triviality. It is true but somewhat less trivial that the class function x$ on G defined by (x$)(g) =x(g) $(g) for every g E G is also a character [I, 41. Moreover, by [I, (4.1) ] if the C( G)-modules V and W afford the characters 1 and $, respectively, then the tensor product V@ W affords the character x$ and is independent of the choice of bases of V and W.
As above let Irr ( Let A zcl(G), following [Ma] ; the kernel of A is the set { g E G 1 gA = A = Ag} and is denoted by Ker(A ). Since A is a normal subset of G then by [Ma, Proposition l] Ker A = Ker(A -') is a normal subgroup of G and Ker(A) is the largest subgroup H of G such that A is the union of right cosets of H.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We first establish some basic properties that we will use repeatedly.
n=@(l).
Since t,Pxi = $(l)" xi for every m EN then by the Burnside-Brauer theorem Ic/ is not faithful. Finally let gE G-Ker($); then ti(g) # ICI(l) but Ii/(g) xi(s) = (Ii/Xi)(g) = ICI(l) xi(g) and clearly Xi(S) =O.
(iv) Since xix, = S,,l, + Cl= i 1,x, then (xix,) x, = c+ + &,,b,, where Irr(ay) s A". Since Irr(/Ii) n 2 = 0 = Irr(P,) n 2 then A,/?, = lzliiBi = n,B,. From now on let Z={1,...,r}=Z,uZ2uZ,, where Z,=(i~Z[i=i], Z2={i~Z(i#iandi~Z},andZ,={i~Z~i~Z}.ThenAistheunionofthree disjoint sets Aj with je { 1, 2, 3) and Ai= (~~1 ieZj}. We also assume henceforward that G satisfies (Hl ) with Irr(G) =) A". Thus pi # 0 for every id Z by 1.1(i).
We break up the proof of Theorem 1 into a sequence of lemmas. Finally, by [I, (2.22) ], p is constant on cosets of K for every p~Bu{l,).
Let gEG-K and kEK; then gkEG-K. Hence by l.l(ii), xi(g) = 0 = xi(gk) for every i E Z. Thus Ii/(g) = t+b(gk) for every tj E Irr(G), i.e., gk E cl(g). Now we must show only that A = Ai. 
XEA It follows from the above two equations that IC,(y)l = 4 for every y which is not real. Since I, # 0 then there exists y E G such that cl(y) # cl(y ~ ' ); therefore ( y j = C,(y) is of order 4. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G with y E S, y # yP ' and S* = S n G'. Since ( y2) E G' then 1 Z Z(S) n G's C,.(y) = ( y" ) and so every element in G -G' is not real. In particular l.syl = 4 for every s E S* and ((~y)~) = Z(S) n S* c C,.(y) = ( y'). It follows that y inverts S*, hence S* is abelian and every involution in S* commutes with y. Therefore y* is the only involution in S*, and S* is cyclic. Since G' is a minimal normal subgroup of G then G' is simple with a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup and by Burnside's well-known theorem IG'l = 2 always. But in this case IGI = 4, a contradiction. Thus A2 = 0 and Lemma 1.5 holds.
We conclude that Theorem 1 holds.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 AND COROLLARY 3
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 with a few changes. For j=i we get (c).
Assume that G satisfies (H2)
If j# i then G satisfies (H2) with A = {Ci, Cj}. Since A is a set of generator conjugacy classes then loi # 0 # 2, by 2.l(iii) and (i) follows from [Ma, Theorem l] From now on let Z={l,...,r}=Z,uZ,uZ,, where Z,={i~Zli=i), I,= (iEZli#iand iEZ} and Z,= {iEZli$Z}. Then A is the union of three disjoint sets Aj with Jo { 1,2, 3) and A,= {C,l ill,}.
We break up the proof of Theorem 2 into a sequence of lemmas. where cl(Lw)sA". Then by 2.2(iii), cl(MiCi) =cl(MjCi) E A u cl(Mj) = A" u cl (M,) and (i) follows from 2.l(ii).
Moreover, MjCj=x.,., (MjCi, C,) C, + (,&Mj-&Mi). By 2.2(ii) and (iii) (A" u cl(M,)) n (A-' -A) = a/ then (ii) follows from (i). Now (Mj, C,: ' C,) = 0 for every s E I-{i} so (iii) holds by (ii), 2.2(iii), and the above equation.
By our assumption H n A = 0 for every proper normal subgroup H of G. Therefore G is a simple group if cl(G) = A". Then from now on we assume that G satisfies (H2) and cl(G) I> 2. By 2.1(i) Mi # 0 for every i E Z.
